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Wound cleansing 
       evolution.



Restarting chronic wounds healing is a priority
Wound healing is a physiological reaction to tissue injury

Wound healing is a highly regulated process initiated by tissue injury and composed of four 
overlapping phases: haemostasis, inflammation, proliferation and remodelling.2,3a 

INJURY Haemostasis ProliferationInflammation

Usually, chronic 
wounds become 

stalled in the 
inflammation 

phase.1, 3a

Remodelling

Chronic wounds may persist for months, or even years.4,5

Chronic wounds may be defined as ‘… those which do not follow the normal healing process 
and show no signs of effective healing within four weeks after tissue injury.’ 3a, 3b  

 Limits functional 
 and social activities

 Increases the risk 
 of anxiety 
 and depression

Infection5 Wound associated pain7

 Delays wound 
healing 

 Increases the risk 
 of amputation 
 and hospitalization

Chronic wound key challenges3a,4,5,6,7 

Chronic wounds strongly affect patient’s life.3a,4,5,6,7 

IMPACT ON PATIENTS’ 
EVERYDAY LIFE



Wound cleanser choice is key to promoting healing 
Wound Bed Preparation: an evidence-based approach
There is a critical need for evidence to support efficacy in wound closure 
with minimal impact on patients, particularly for Wound Bed Preparation.8 

According to EWMA and WHO guidelines, Wound Bed Preparation aims to remove local barriers 
to healing promoting wound closure through diagnosis, appropriate treatment of the cause and 
attention to patient-centered concerns.9,10

The ideal cleanser choice
Wound cleansers have been historically used solely to remove contaminants, foreign debris and 
exudate.

Today, wound cleansing has become recognized as a fundamental step of Wound Bed Preparation 
with the potential to promote healing by removing local barriers to healing,10,11 while at the same 
time minimizing the harm to wound tissue.11

Wound cleansing should be seen as a fundamental step of Wound Bed 
Preparation by removing local barriers to healing while minimizing harm to 
wound tissue: an evolution is needed.

The cleanser solutions available on the market have several limitations and traditional cleansing 
agents have not been shown to have efficacy in wound care.8

EFFICACY 
Removal of local barriers to healing14,15

SAFETY 
Minimization of harm to wound tissues15

Preservation of cell viabilityNon irritating and non sensitizing
Modulation of 

pro-inflammatory 
mediators

Reduction of bacterial 
growth and/or biofilm

Removal of 
contaminants, debris 
and inert materials

Wound associated pain7



Nexodyn® AcidOxidizing Solution (AOS) is the Tehclo™-based cleanser proven to restart healing in stalled wounds

p<0.01

Standard of care (SOC)

Nexodyn® AOS + SOC 

Standard of care (SOC)

Nexodyn® AOS + SOC

1. Healing time was significantly reduced in the group receiving Nexodyn® AOS12 

p<0.05

*Independent experience in a diabetic foot excellence center 
showed the benefit of adding Nexodyn® AOS to the standard 
of care. In this prospective and comparative study, 50 patients 
with post-surgical, non-ischemic and non-infected lesions were 
followed up until complete healing or up to 6 months. The 
Nexodyn® AOS group (n=25) received Nexodyn® AOS on top 
of the standard treatment, while the SOC group (n=25) 
received only the standard treatment.

A wealth of evidence and real-world experience consistently show that Nexodyn® AOS reduces healing time, protects from risk of infection, reduces clinical signs 
of local infection and wound associated pain with a highly tolerable profile.12,13,14

2. Significant protection from risk of infection12

HEALING TIME (DAYS)

147.4

64,9

Nexodyn® AOS is well tolerated   No adverse events associated with the use of Nexodyn® AOS were reported in any of the reported studies.12,13,14

Adding Nexodyn® AOS to the standard of care for diabetic foot ulcers results in faster 
healing time and protection from risk of infection 12*

1. Faster healing time       2. Protection from risk of infection       3. Reduce d clinical signs of local infection       4. Reduced wound-associated pain
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-55.9%

-75.0%
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Nexodyn® AcidOxidizing Solution (AOS) is the Tehclo™-based cleanser proven to restart healing in stalled wounds

p<0.0001; 
Friedman test

Nexodyn® AOS

3. Significant reduction of clinical signs of local infection13

** In a prospective, single arm study of 30 patients with critically colonized 
or locally infected leg ulcers of different etiology, Nexodyn® AOS was sprayed 
twice to cover the whole wound, at every dressing change for 5 weeks.13 
After 2 applications, a non-adherent gauze was soaked with Nexodyn® AOS 
and applied on the wound surface, then covered with an all-purpose 
absorbent dressing.13

These results are obtained in the absence 
of other agents/products with antimicrobial 
properties. 

Nexodyn® AOS

A wealth of evidence and real-world experience consistently show that Nexodyn® AOS reduces healing time, protects from risk of infection, reduces clinical signs 
of local infection and wound associated pain with a highly tolerable profile.12,13,14

p<0.0001; 
Friedman test

4. Wound-associated pain was significantly reduced over time13

Nexodyn® AOS is well tolerated   No adverse events associated with the use of Nexodyn® AOS were reported in any of the reported studies.12,13,14

1. Faster healing time       2. Protection from risk of infection       3. Reduce d clinical signs of local infection       4. Reduced wound-associated pain

Wound clean sing evolution:
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Nexodyn® AOS reduces clinical signs of local infection and wound-associated pain
in leg ulcers13**

-77.2%

-81.3%
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Only Tehclo™ ensures this unique combination of physicochemical properties 
for tangible clinical performances. 

What is the technology behind Nexodyn® AOS?

>95% Hypochlorous Acid (HClO)* 
0% Ion Hypochlorite (ClO-)* 

<5% Chlorine (Cl2)* Oxidation Reduction Potential: 
1,000-1200 mV 

Tehclo™ is the APR proprietary globally patented nanotechnology platform that applies nanoscience 
to the production of a unique hypochlorous acid (HClO) solution. 

2.5 – 3.0

Low pH

High purity

High ORP

* Of the free chlorine species

Hypochlorous acid is well-known as a broad-spectrum, fast acting antimicrobial agent naturally 
produced by neutrophils as part of the innate immune system’s response to infections.15,16

Unique combination of 3 physicochemical properties
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Nexodyn® AOS is a sprayable solution for Wound Care with ancillary antimicrobial properties 
intended for use in the debridement, irrigation, cleansing and moistening of chronic wounds 
and acute wounds, post-surgical wounds, cuts, abrasions, burns and other lesions.1

Based on Tehclo™, Nexodyn® AOS is the newly conceived solution that maximizes efficacy and safety:

Nexodyn® AOS is a high-tech innovative product _ effective, safe and 
easy to use in wound care.12,13,14  

Available dosage form: Amber glass bottle, 100 ml capacity, with spray pump delivering 250 µl.  
In addition, 250ml and 500 ml bottle capacity glass are also available.
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Nexodyn® AOS in practice

Safe and simple application

EFFICACY 
Removal of local barriers to healing14,15

SAFETY 
Minimization of harm to wound tissues15

1. Generously spray 
entire lesion with 

Nexodyn® AOS

3. Apply standard 
therapy2. Allow to dry

Second application of Nexodyn® AOS 
if needed



Make Nexodyn® AOS a fundamental part 
of your Wound Bed Preparation routine.

This material is intended for Health Care Professionals only. 
Edition 2019.

STOP STALLING. 
RESTART HEALING.
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